Country: Philippine Islands.
Locality: North Central Mindanao.
People: Bukidnon.

Name: Yarmong - Small knife with wavy blade edge blade like a Kris. Fancy brass guard. Wooden handle carved & inlaid with beads, has a white metal. End carved to represent a star. Inlaid with white metal.

F. C. Cole, Collector.

Notes: Wooden holster also inlaid with beads.

Width: [measure]
Length (over): [measure]
Height: [measure]
Price: $2.00
The blade is evidently of Mere manufacture.

This knife was used to kill the chickens sacrificed to the Genoked (see notes). At the time of its purchase a similar knife was rubbed on it while the Dato of Mambwaya urged the spirits to accept the new knife, not to be angry because this one was cold.